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e Material

•  Yellow, orange  
and red card

• A corrector pen
• Glue
• Feathers
• A black felt tipped pen
• Toothpicks 
• A cork bung

The king of the 
henhouse is ready  
to put your farmyard  
in order!

1 Draw a circle  
on the yellow  
card and fold it  
in half (pattern  
on page 32).

2 When you have cut 
it out, make a horizontal 
cut to position the head.

3 Draw the head (copy it from page 32)  
on the orange card and draw the beak,  
the crest and the wattle on the red card. 
Cut it all out.

4 Glue the crest, the wattle and the beak  
at the back. Place the head in the cut you  
have made in the body circle and glue it.

Every henhouse needs 
a cockerel to sing at 
daybreak.

The earliest
 

riser
5 Draw and cut out the wing and glue it 
on the body. Make the patches on  
the wing and body with a corrector pen.

6 Glue the tail feathers under the 
fold in the body.

Now you have a sitting cockerel. 
If you want him to stand up, 
you simply have to glue two 
toothpicks between the two  
body parts and stick them into  
a cork bung.
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e Material

•  Pink card
• Scissors
• Glue
• A black felt tipped pen
•  Pink paint  

and a paintbrush
•  Two different sized 

cotton balls
• A cork bung

You will never find two identical rabbits.  
Now that you know how to make one,  

you can make several different colored 
rabbits: White, brown and gray…

Have you ever looked closely 
at rabbits’ ears? As well as 
being soft, they are very long! 
Be careful not to break them 
when you cut them out…

Some very gentle rabbits
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1 Draw the head and  
the body (can copy them 
from page 33) and cut 
them out.

2 Draw the eyes with  
a black pen and the  
ears and cheeks  
with the pink paint.

3 Glue the head  
onto the body.

5 Ask an adult to help 
you make a cut in the 
middle of the cork  
and place the rabbit  
in it so that it stands up.

4 Draw the leg with the pen and  
the paint. Stick on little cotton balls: 
The largest one for the tail and the 
smallest one for the nose.
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1 Draw the head and body on the white card 
(copy them from page 33). Cut it all out.

2 Draw the mouth and eyes with the black 
pen, the mouth with the red 
pencil and the cheeks and 
insides of the ears in pink.

3 Make some little balls 
from cotton wool.

Have you ever 

wondered how many 

sheep you would like 

to have in your flock?

e Material

• White card
• Cotton wool 
• A black felt tipped pen
• Pink and red pencils
• Two clothes pegs
•  White paint  

and a paintbrush
• Glue
• Scissors

Shall we  

count sh
eep?

If you like, you can make the 
little balls from tissue paper. 
They will look very original!

4 Stick the head and body 
together and cover the body  
with little balls. Remember  
to glue a ball on the head  
and another on the tail.

5 Two pegs will be the legs.  
If you can’t find white pegs,  
paint them.
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